Food Styling & Fashion
Food stylistics are increasingly vied for in the
food and beverage industry. Join us and craft unique dishes
designed to bring out the best of any brand concept.

Food & Fashion Photography
Capture the essence of your food with our team of
photographers and add a tantalising dimension to
your dishes.
• Idea generation
• Design, production, editing
• Shooting for corporate, private and lifestyle events

Food Video
Delve into the world of food videography with us and watch
your food come to life.
• Conceptualisation and production of food videos
• Television advertisements/programmes
• Initial story boarding
• Style framing
• Production of animatics to set design
• Execution and editing
• Shooting for corporate, private and lifestyle events

Menu & Dish Concept Design
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Restaurant Concept Development
More often than not, at gatherings of friends and family, food sets the
standards for good times. It’s no wonder then that food is key in the leisure and
lifestyle industry. But while the food and beverage industry can be highly lucrative,
it is also extremely competitive. And that’s where V SENSI comes in.

Whether you’re considering a food business venture or looking to improve
your current establishment, V SENSI has the industry experience, knowledge and
skills to turn your vision into a reality. From brand building and customer service
training to setting up effective operational systems, we’ll help you create an entirely
unique dining experience that will have your customers coming back for more.
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Health & Wellness Cuisine
‘Cuisine’ is the essence of food within a culture. And all around the world,
people are becoming more aware and conscious of clean and healthy living.
With this in mind, V SENSI has created a cuisine formulated by a holistic and healthy
approach to living by offering real, clean, unprocessed and whole foods that
are as close to their natural states as possible.

Salūs Food Culinary Concept
Organic and locally sourced whenever possible, our cuisine is
focused on perfecting combinations of raw and cooked
ingredients, each with very specific nutritional purposes,
to create an absolutely delectable culinary experience.

Salūs Menus
Our Salūs Menus are inspired by traditional cooks who concoct
dishes solely from what is available in the richly varied
landscapes around them. Each menu is utterly unique and a
seamless integration of each destination’s cultural and
geographical setting.

Salūs Chefs
Our chefs travel the world to share their passion of clean-eating
by organising corporate and personalised culinary consultancy
programmes and wellness workshops around the globe.

Can’t find what you’re looking for? We’ll customise a Salūs culinary
programme specifically for you. Simply give us a call or drop us an email.
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Education & Lifestyle
At V SENSI Education, we specialise in providing culinary trainings for
businesses. Our classes span recipe creation, preparation methods,
skills and proficiency, dish design, hands-on training and nutrition highlights.
We focus on tailor-made recipes that unveil the mystery behind each element.
And in doing so, we equip our participants with the skills and ability
to understand each ingredient and bring out the maximum flavour and
nutritional potential in their dishes.

Private Gourmet Events
Under the direction of chef and food designer Daniele Sarno,
V SENSI hosts customised gourmet and guest chef events at
international F&B venues and our cosy lifestyle culinary studio.
Working closely with these celebrated chefs, V SENSI develops
specific F&B promotions for hotels, resorts/retreats and
restaurants around the world. Upon request, our team of
experts can arrange any cuisine or style of menu that caters to
your event concept and location.

Wine Masterclass
Join V SENSI as we take you on a journey of the finest wines.
Learn how to taste and appreciate various wines from different
regions and discover their history and culture. Understand the
wine-making process and master the art of pairing them with
the right food.
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Food Wine & Travel
Known for its art, architecture and gastronomy, Italy promises to
mesmerise, inspire and entice. Join V SENSI as we take you on an unforgettable journey
that will bring your senses to life and experience Italy like never before.

Travel
Embark on a pure and holistic experience and enjoy luxury
eco-tourism that’s exclusively tailor-made for you. With a focus
on wellness and nourishment of the senses, you can look
forward to an itinerary that brings cultural connections into your
mind, body and soul.

Our Wineries
V SENSI offers the sale of celebrated wineries around the world.
While we focus mainly on wineries in Italy, we also have
exclusive access to international off-market wineries (e.g.
Portugal, France and Germany, etc.). In addition, we provide a
range of business solutions in the fields of management and
strategy, before or after acquisition.

A slice of Italy
As part of our portfolio, we also manage the sale of medieval
castles, luxury farms and barns, renaissance palaces and
historical villas in the Tuscany region in Italy.
All the properties we manage are available as off-market
investment opportunities.
For more information, please contact us.
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